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1997: Year of Awakenings
1997-01-10
Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of light divine. I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph -- Jesus, you have
called me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this evening as you
have chosen to call me forth. Great joy and great peace. For in the last few moments
you have touched the eternalness of your being. You have touched that space of peace
that is forever your nature.
The world will call you to be very active, to be doing, to make decisions, to react
to everything that is going on. But the place of peace that you have just touched once
again is your true home. It is your true nature and it is available unto you in every moment.
It is available to you throughout all of the questions, all of the turmoil of the
world, throughout all of the storms that the world will present unto you.
And speaking of storms, you have known a few have you not? In this new year
that you are calling now a new time, you have already encountered the power, the creative power of the holy Child manifesting in nature. And you have had a bit of the challenges where you have had to remember what it is like to live a more simple life perhaps, without all of the accoutrements of the modern technology where you have had
to remember what is truly important.
Perhaps not so much of the gadgets. Not even all of the comforts, but to come to
that place of balancing, weighing, assessing priorities of what is truly important and
lasting. And seeing that it is the love of brother and sister. Ones who will come forth to
give of what they have to share with other ones in a time of need.
You have seen much of this where ones who would call themselves strangers to
another, would be right there with blankets, food, whatever needed to be, offering help,
sustenance, support when the material goods perhaps have been demolished, swept
away, devastated.
You had opportunity to see what is truly important and what does last. Things of
the world pass away, but what is of Truth abides always. It cannot be taken from you,
can be very much with you as you allow the doors of your understanding to be flung
wide open.
You have been through storms. Already in the few days of your new year, the
physical storms, the emotional storms and in this year, this year of awakening you will
encounter and experience more of the storms. The ones that come forth upon the face
of our Holy Mother, the Earth, yes, This will be a year of storms, of turmoil, upheaval,
change and you may count it all good.
For indeed you have decreed, you have desired to ascend unto the Father in
wakefulness, to come again into the remembrance of the true nature of the holy Child.
And abiding in the space of the dream that cannot be. Therefore you have decreed that
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there will be change. For if you did not have change you would keep on keeping on as
you have done for so many lifetimes in a state of dream, in a state of postponement that
would say, "Not yet Father. I want to experience one more lifetime. I want to experience the storms, the roller coasters, the adventure. I will return unto you Father. Yes, it
is foreordained, but not just yet. Let me be anxious a bit more. Let me play a bit more
in the sandbox, or in a different sandbox for I will exchange the one that I have
known. I will try out another sandbox with perhaps different color sand. But I want to
try another sandbox. Later, Father." But you have agreed that you will arise up and return Home. Therefore, with that decision, you have decreed change.
So when you see change upon your plane, in physical forms and even in emotional
count it all as good. For there is much movement afoot and this brings the holy Child
that much closer to the time within this frame work, of claiming, "Father, I am awake.
Now I am Home."
So in this year of awakening there will be the storms. There will be the brothers
and sisters who in their resistance will feel much tragedy and yet in that resistance
that that perception of tragedy will open the door for many of the other brothers and
sisters to serve them, to come with love in the open heart and to share. They will give
opportunity for many of the brothers and sisters to open a heart that they have not
even known existed within them.
For others the awakenings will be gentle. There will be some rude awakenings
and you may count it all good, and there will be some, many gentle awakenings as you
have already experienced.
For indeed you are upon a path of remembrance and if you are to think back to
what you would consider a year ago in your timing, there have been many awakenings
that have happened in the last twelve months. Many shifts in perception. where there
has been the old reaction, the habitual reaction that has come very quickly, the old
perception that has come and presented itself right in front of the face. You have said,
"Oh yes," and then you have paused and you have said, "But you know there is another
way to look at this." And you have given yourself space, physical space, emotional space
to look upon what was happening and to ask to see the whole picture. To see with holy
vision as you have done and to give allowance for the holy vision to be yours. A gentle
awakening and yet the ego yells and cries and screams and says, "This is not the gentle
awakening. This feels like a rude awakening." Only to the ego that would hold on to
separation.
You, as the beloved holy Child that you are, you know gentle awakening. You
know the Love that comforts even amidst all of the calling out of the ego and all of
the manifestation of that ego feeling in the body. Even in times of turmoil you have
known a calm peace deep within that did not make sense to the ego. Therefore, brought
up a bit of conflict. But you have known a deep peace within.
The deep peace that you are trusting more and more will be your greatest companion in this year. It will see you through the storms. It will see you through the
awakenings. And each time there is a jolt no longer need you look upon it with the habitual fear that dreads change. No longer do you need to abide in the place of "what
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if? Oh my goodness." Now you may trust the deep peace that is your true nature and
you constant companion even when you are hearing the voice of ego, the deep peace is
still there that abides forever.
This year is going to be a year of awakenings as we have said. It is going to be a
year again of miracles. This last year in your timing we called it, we defined it as a year
of miracles and indeed there were many miracles to behold.
This new year that you are embarking upon will again be a year of miracles. A
year in which you may give thanks for what you have chosen. Not to judge self, not to
judge others, not to judge what occurs in the hold habitual paradigm, but to give
thanks for what will be and is already occurring.
For indeed you have called forth a new energy. We spoke of this briefly a few
weeks ago in your timing in what is known as your time of solstice. A few weeks ago in
your timing you allowed and invited a new energy of light to be upon this plane. There
was a shift, a collective shift as you would see individualities to be, a collective shift in
perception of the holy Child.
This new energy of light is what is ushering in the year of awakenings. For the
light that you have invited and that you are manifesting will show up the places of
darkness. It will shine into all of the corners and crevices where there have been the
ghosts of limited belief, of judgments based on limitation. Judgments based upon the belief in separation. And therefore you will see issues, old fears that you thought you had
put away somewhere and had forgotten. You will see them coming up to be looked up in
the new light. To be seen for what they are. Not for what you have feared them to be,
but to see them for what they are. And as you will turn the light upon a shadow, upon
a dark space, what happens to the darkness? It is no more. The same will happen with
the old fears that you have carried for so many lifetimes.
They will be seen as a no thing. They will disappear as quickly as you are aware
of them. Even to the place where you will say, "Well I thought, but it is gone. I thought
there was something there to fear, but I don't see it." It will come to be seen, acknowledged and in a moment gone in the light of the new understanding of the holy Child.
"Therefore, when I seek," of what you are calling forth in this year, you do not need to
fear what has been hidden in the darkness of so many lifetimes. It is not a prophecy
that says, "Oh, oh, I'd better be prepared. I'd better get out my scriptures and read
them again. I'd better do my homework. I'd better meditate. I'd better get up at sunrise
or before and go out and walk in nature." A good thing to do for the pleasure of it, but
not because you have to.
No, none of what I speak of now is to bring up fear within you that the ego will
say, right now this moment the ego will say, "Oh, oh, I'd better get back to my spiritual
practice. I'd better get ready for this."
None of what we speak of in this evening is to cause you fear. For in the moment
that that which has been hidden in darkness comes to your awareness. It will be seen
in a new light of understanding and will no longer be the heavy burden that you have
feared it would be.
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All of fears that you have carried for so long, have been nebulous baggage and it
has felt as a heavy burden. That if you were to bring it out in front of you and to examine it, it would grow as a giant, an ogre perhaps that would overwhelm you. And yet,
when you have brought forth in front of you your most terrible potential fear, even in
that moment of looking upon what would be devastating, there has been a deep peace,
a faith, if you will call it, that has brought you comfort, that has seen you through so
that you have not fallen to bits and scattered to all of the far corners of the universe.
Not to the place of extinction.
The fears that have seemed to be so heavy are a no thing and you may praise
your Father and your Self, the true Self of you each time a fear will come and knock
upon your door for it means that you are now ready to look upon it and see it as the no
thing that it is.
You have invited a new energy of light to be as a vehicle for awakening within
this year. Already in the few days, weeks since your solstice you have been feeling
something different. There has been new revelations, new understandings, miracles, if you
will, a synchronicity of things that defies logic and is most welcome. A feeling that perhaps there is something good just about to happen. Already it is happening. And yes,
you may trust it. For you have turned a corner.
There has been a heaviness that you have felt in the last few months of what
you consider the old year to be. In the last few months of the past year there was a
heaviness that was felt. It is as the darkness seen to be darker just before dawning.
That is how those months felt for you. There was a heaviness, a pressure and yet
throughout the pressure there was a feeling of anticipation of something good just
around the corner. And there was much of the conflicts going on when you allowed
yourself to examine it.
There was a conflict because the old belief in separation known as the ego, would
have you stay with what was familiar and what has been familiar has been judgment,
limited understanding, constriction and yet there has been a feeling that change was
coming. Change, for indeed the holy Child has decreed that she will know the change
and bring forth the light upon this plane.
That is what you have agreed to do. All of you so gathered here in this evening
and all of you within the sound of my voice, you have agreed that you will bring your
light to this plane in this time, this point of focus and you will shine your light for your
remembrance and for the remembrance of others in the awakening. That is now very
much in process. So when change comes, welcome it.
The old paradigm would say, "I don't want to see change. I do not want to anticipate what could be judged as loss." And yet the greatest challenge brings forth the
greatest lesson. That which the ego would fear the most, brings forth the greatest
awakening.
When you have opportunity to look upon what could be judged as tragedy, allow
yourself the moments of acknowledgement of those feelings. Do not deny them. Know
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that those feelings are quite valid as history, as experience lifetimes has taught you
that life has to be.
Those feelings are valid and they are true -- with a small "t". They are important
to be acknowledged and allow yourself whatever time feels appropriate to sit with
those feelings. Do not judge and say, "Well a friend of mine went through a similar experience and she came through that in six days timing. Here I am in my seventh day.
Woe is me."
You do not know her histories and her experience in what would be called other
lifetimes. You cannot judge yourself for you are not yet in possession of the awareness
of all of the lifetimes where you have carried heaviness of perceived loss and sorrow.
Therefore, if the feelings are with you for a longer interval, acknowledge them.
Allow them to be. Allow the tears to be shed. For every tear that comes forth comes
because you have the willingness to release old baggage. Every tear that is shed releases heaviness, burdens from many, many lifetimes that you do not have to sit and go
back consciously in a remembrance and say, "This comes from such a such a video of
that lifetime." But as the tears come forth rejoice even in the midst of the waterworks.
Rejoice because of your willingness to release.
Do not judge yourself to be weak because the water comes to the eyes. Water is
cleansing. Water signifies purification and cleansing and a release from heaviness. All of
the old debris is washed away.
Now this is not said again, this is not said so that you will sit with your preparations for this year. In other words, do not hear my words this evening and say, "Oh, oh,
he is talking of possible loss, sorrow, constriction, storms, whatever. I must shore up everything. Make sure I am ready for all of this."
No. The true task of readiness is when change comes. For indeed, if you will receive this, hear me well, change will not come until you are ready. It cannot come until
you give your consent for the change. There is nothing that is ever foisted upon the
holy Child. You are never the victim of anything that occurs. Change cannot come without your willingness and you may rejoice when you see change for it means that you
are willing to come up higher, to ascend. Yes, to ascend another level higher in your
awareness and understanding of who you are and what life is all about.
The holy Child does not have to prepare for anything. Hear that well. The ego will
speak to you that you must be most busy and attend to all of the preparations, all of
the potential tragedy that could befall the holy Child. The ego will say, "You'd better
watch out for, you'd better be ready for, you'd better make your preparations, you'd better, et cetera." But the holy Child needs no preparation or defend. For nothing will come
nigh your dwelling place that can harm you. Nothing will occur until you have given your
consent in readiness to have it happen. It cannot happen until you are ready. Until you
have agreed.
Therefore, when the ego knocks upon your door in the middle of the darkness of
night, you may thank it for begin upon the stage, for playing its part well for indeed, it
plays its part very well. And you may applaud how well it gets its little hook in and al-
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lows you to see where limited belief and limited understanding of who you are, has infiltrated your self-image.
So you may thank it for being upon your stage for begin a companion upon the
journey, but you may also say to it, "I do not fear for I know who I am. I know that I
am my Father's Child. I know that I am the stuff that is even beyond the wonderment
of all of the universes. I am the one who has brought forth all of the universes that I
have experienced and will experience. I will abide forever in the house of my Father."
A year of awakenings, yes. Wonderful they will be. Some will come and seem to
be a bit rude, and yet even the rude brothers and sisters, as they will come and
present you an opportunity, they give you a gift do they not? They come, yes, they come
and in their manner which can be seen as rude, they give you opportunity to look past
appearances to the holy Child. It is the same in this year.
All of the awakenings that you will experience, and there will be many because
you have decreed that there will be the acceleration. All of the awakenings will be
gentle as you decree them to be gentle. You do not need to fear.
There has been much said about an energy of light, a certain belt of energy
known as a photon belt of radiation that is now coming within your experience. This is
very true. This is what you are bringing now into your reality -- with a small "r". Bringing within your experience of the adventure an acceleration of energy that is not separate from you.
Now it has been spoken of in a way that would suggest separation. In other
words, there will be an energy source known as the photon belt that will be coming
close enough to your plane of experience that will have effect upon what you are experiencing according to the ones who are bringing forth this information the effects have
been portrayed as possible devastation, interference with the mechanical means. Interference with what you have known your technology to be.
In other words, every piece of information that you bring forth in this point of
reality has potential for being perceived either in fear which is the habitual way, or in
love. This is a plane of duality. Therefore, there will be information, there has already
been information that has come forth that has spoken from the place, the perception
of separation that would say this is something that will bring possible hindrance, nuisance or even worse, to your everyday life.
There has been information that has spoken that the energy that is now coming
is going to accelerate the awareness of light upon this plane. In truth -- with a small
"t" -- that is what is going to be occurring even with the ones who will perceive it first
from the vantage point of fear. For it will bring forth issues that arise from the soil of
fear and separation. Will bring forth those issues to be looked upon one more time in a
new way, hopefully.
You are the creator. you are not separate from the energy that is now accelerating in manifestation upon this plane. There is nothing that is outside of you. It would not
be within your conscious awareness. It could not be, except that you bring it forth.
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Therefore, it is as we have just spoken, therefore, there is nothing to fear and everything to give thanks for, to rejoice.
Use the energy that you are bringing forth that will be accelerating in the next
six months of your timing. Use it. Ride it as a wave to the place of remembrance. It is a
great wave of energy and in the next six months of your timing, there will be those
who will feel it as the narrow part of the hour glass where you feel that you are being
a bit squeezed. You are being propelled. You are being pushed even perhaps against
what the limited self-image would want to do, the ego. And yet you know there is no
holding back.
The next six months will seem to be for many, a bit of pressurized, and for others it will be more like a surf boarding. Yes, riding it. Going with it, with the flow.
You are bringing it all forth for the greater glory of God. Not a God that is afar
off from you, but for the greater glory of the God that you are in your own awakening
and remembrance of the glory of the wonderfulness of who you are. So ride it as a
surfboard. Know that in the next six months, yes, there will be the storms. There will
be the opportunities. There will be the issues that will come up because you are ready
for them.
And if you will receive it, many of the issues that come up for you to look upon
you will not even recognize as issues. They will come up and they will be issues that
have been stumbling blocks, heavy, heavy burdens in other lifetimes and in this lifetime
it will come up one more time and you will say, "Well what's this? It is no big deal."
And with that you are home free right?
There will be many issues that will come up to be cleared, released and they will
not even seem as issues. They will not be the biggies. The biggies, if you will receive
this, the biggies is the fear of, "Oh my goodness. There might be something that I can't
handle." That is the biggie. The issue itself when it comes, "No, I know how to handle
that."
Allow yourself to abide in the present moment, every moment. You know this well.
You know the simplicity of the small child that knows joy in every moment. Why does
the small choice know joy? Because they are not thinking back to a past that has
brought experience of what might have to be feared and, "Oh my goodness, might that
happen again?" They are not thinking to a past that would teach them that there would
be something to fear. They are not abiding with a past that has guilt or regret. The past
is as a no thing for them. They do not even think of it. And the future, they do not even
comprehend that there is such a thing as future beyond the next moment or so.
Therefore, they know the joy of the moment. They can laugh spontaneously about
whatever happens in that moment. Not having to think of, "Oh, what is the deeper
meaning of this? What am I going to have to do?" No, they just live in that moment, rejoice in that moment.
As you will abide in each moment being very present with that moment, it is the
key that allows you the perfect peace. For in this moment, this very moment what is
there to fear? What is there that is having to be made better in this moment? This mo-
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ment there is great love. This moment you are the most wonderful child of your Father.
This moment you are the radiant light come once again to this plane for the joy of the
adventure. In this moment you are beautiful. You are loved. Unconditionally loved. Appreciated beyond any understanding of the world's appreciation.
In this moment you are known, truly known for who you are. In this moment I
love you. In this moment you are joy. Free. Free. Home free. As a perfect child created
by the Father from before time began. In this moment there is nothing to fear, and
that is true of every moment.
And when there is experience that calls for action, the holy Child does not have
to be prepared, does not have to cross bridges before he/she gets there. In fact you
cannot cross the bridge before you get there. If there comes a time when there is action needed, you will know what to do. Instantaneously you will know what to do. And
even if you have fallen once again into the trap of the ego that says, "I must think all
of this through ahead of time and be prepared and be ready for whatever." You may
find in that instant of decision, the moment before action is taken, you change your mind
and you do something entirely different than what you have prepared yourself for.
You have known times like that. You have rehearsed, you have prepared, you have
known exactly what you are going to say to so and so and how you were going to handle that situation and when you came to the situation that was all changed and all of
the script that you had so completely rehearsed, well they were on a different page
and you had to flip quickly over the pages to see, "Where am I now?" Instantaneously
you called upon the guidance within and you found what needed to be said or done in
that moment.
You spend a lot of your time in rehearsing, preparing, but it is so much easier to
abide in the present moment, moment by moment and to feel the love of the Father
Who gives His love momently. Moment after moment after moment throughout all of
eternity which is a concept within the adventure and beyond.
This year in your timing, I will be working with you very closely. Not because I
come from a place higher than you to save you. I come as your companion in each moment because you are calling me to be companion with you in more and more conscious
awareness. I will be working very closely with you for I desire to be admitted to your
heart, to your mind, yes, but more importantly to your heart in the awareness of oneness that knows no separation.
Many of you have called out to me and have spoken to me, as I would be a separate personality. And that is fine and good for a certain place upon the process, in the
process of the unfoldment of remembrance that has served a grand purpose. And you
have asked of me, you have conversed with me and you have asked of me for an answer. And then an answer has come within your mind and you have said, "Oh, I just
thought of such and such. I wonder why Jeshua didn't answer me?"
Beloved one, I have answered you as you. For no longer will I play the game of
separation. Yes. When you speak to me know that you are speaking to an aspect of
yourself, the one Self that we are. A loving, infinitely wise holy aspect of your Self.
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Never separate from you. And when the answer comes and it seemingly comes from you,
accept it. Thank yourSelf for the revelation. Trust it. Do not say, "Oh my goodness. Well,
I think this is my idea and therefore I am not sure it's the right one and maybe it's not
good enough and I wish it had come in a blinding light of revelation so that I could say
`I know it came from on high.'"
If you are forever at the place of sitting in the lowest place always considering
whether this is right of if this is right or if this is right, and you have the eyes cast
down to this focus of having to judge. You never get the eyes uplifted to the place of
trusting what comes.
In other words, you have to begin somewhere, you have already, to trust. I will
be working very closely with you in this year. For in Truth it cannot be otherwise. We
are not separate. Your religions, your philosophical organizations, all of the teachings of
various multitudinous lifetimes, have taught separation to the place where there would
be gods more wise than you that you had to pray to, supplicate, ask for a favor, a boon
and perhaps if you were good enough, you would get an answer. No longer does that
belief serve you. It has served you in the adventure, yes, but no longer does it serve
you.
For you have come to the place of saying, "I see too much separation. It is confusing. It becomes a cacophony of individualization that is as a vibration of hell. And I
do not need it any longer in my experience."
Trust that I am working with you closely. You have asked, "Would I withhold anything from you?" No. Can I withhold anything from you? In Truth, I cannot. Powerful being that you are. I will be working with you in your daily times of quiet, your times of
prayer, meditation. Your times when it may not be a formal time that you set aside for
something spiritual but you are perhaps doing a mundane thing that does not take all of
your attention and the mind uses, contemplates, communes, opens itself. I will be there.
I will work with you closely each month as we meet in this way. It will be important for your own joy. Not for any grandiose scheme, but it will be important for your
own joy that you allow these meetings of the mind and heart to occur.
Now it is foreordained that you will ascend unto the Father, that you will return
once again to the remembrance of who you are. It is foreordained. You have foreordained it. And the time that you choose is not within a realm of judgment. It is a free
choice. But there is much joy in communion, is there not?
So if you choose for a time to be amidst all of the adventure of the world, go
for it. That is fine. Get right into it and say, "I am going to live this day in the adventure of the world. I have an issue," and that is true, "I have an issue with so and so,"
or whatever. "And I am going to experience it all the way." And allow yourself to experience it and then remember the time of communion.
For too long you have brought forth religions and philosophies based upon duality.
For too long your holy writings, the scriptures as you know them now, the holy writings
of other philosophical avenues have spoken of Gods that would be favoring, loving and
of Gods that would be vengeful. You have those writings in your scriptures as you know
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them now. And much of your belief even in this point of reference known as this lifetime has been based upon teachings from parents and peers, society that has come
from authorities that have spoken from the place of duality. From a place where you
would be rewarded for something good or by a loving God. Or punished for doing something wrong and most of the time you would say, "I don't even know what I did was
wrong. Terrible sinner that I am, I don't remember the original sin.
Of course you don't remember the original sin, there never was an original sin
that had to be accompanied by feelings of guilt. The original sin has come with the belief in separation that would say, "I am separate from my Father," and yes, that belief
requires atonement. It requires that shift in perception that brings you to the place of
remember at-one-ment. That is the original sin but it is not something that you have to
be in guilt for. And no longer need you be miserable as sinner for you are choosing to
remember oneness.
Now, I would ask you, in the beginning of what you are calling now, your new
year, in this year of awakenings I would ask you to be very vigilant with every thought
that comes. Every thought that is based upon duality. And when it comes to be aware
that it comes from duality, you will be amazed in the beginning how many, great percentage, of your thoughts everyday are based upon a duality that speaks of separation
between you and your brother, you and your sister, you and your Father. That speaks of
separation between you and all of creation that you have brought forth.
You are never separate from any of your creations. You are not separate from the
beautiful light of the candle. It is your creation that you bring forth to remind you of
the beauty of the light of the one holy Child. You are not separate from any of the creations. You are not separate from anything that you behold. Be very vigilant throughout
the day. Begin with this evening.
Look upon everything in oneness. Praise your Self for having brought it forth into
your experience. When you go to lay the head upon the pillow, allow yourself great
praise and thanksgiving for having brought forth into your experience such a thing as a
place to lay the body and to lay the head upon the softness of the pillow. You are not
separate from the pillow. You are not separate from the bed. You are not separate from
your dwelling place. You are not separate from the sky, the heavens above, the stars
that shine. You are not separate from the gentle wind or from the more powerful wind
that is as a great force. You are not separate from the apparel that you put upon the
body. You are not separate from one strand of hair. When you look into your reflecting
glass known as your mirror, you are not separate from that mirror or from what you
see in that mirror.
You are not separate from the sound of your voice or from the sound of another
voice. Practice oneness. Be very vigilant as to the thoughts that come and see how
many come from a place, even a subtle place that would speak of duality of "I am here
and that is there." Even a subtle distinction. For in Truth there is no distance.
I will work very closely with you in this year because I love you. I will work
very closely in this year with you because you love me. I will work very closely with
you in this year because we are the love of the Father. Come to experience and to ex-
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press as Light. Physical light yes, there is light around the form and the light of understanding so that all may see our light and ascend once again in the remembrance of the
light that they are.
And now in closing for this evening, I would allow one to speak with you who has
asked to speak once again with you. Always she is with you. She would speak with you
again in this time.
Mother Mary:
Gentle one, blessed one, Child of the Most High. I am the one you have called
Mary, mother of Christ and I am and so are you. Most beautiful is this year that you
are bringing forth. Most beautiful art thou upon this plane. This is a year that will be
for you of great wonders. A year of awakenings yes, for you have called it that, a year
of great wonders and I come at this time to remind you of how beautiful you are, how
greatly loved you are.
For somewhere along the journey that remembrance has been put aside in the
priority of the importance, seeming importance of the world, that remembrance has
been temporarily put aside. You are the child most loved child of the Father and of the
Mother. You are most strong and courageous otherwise you would not be here.
And when you feel the feelings it is because you have the strength to feel those
feelings, to experience them once again. For there are many who yet deny feelings for
they fear their power and yet the feelings have no power except that you give them
power. You are their creator. You are most courageous for you have known lifetimes of
great burden. You have known lifetimes of great fear. You have known lifetimes of what
you have judged to be devastation because of great fear.
And it has taken great courage to say, "Once again I will go. I will experience
human life with human form and temporarily I will assume the guise of humankind so
that I can allow the remembrance to be rekindled within myself, the great flame of remembrance and rekindled once again in my brothers and sisters."
There has been fear that you have brought with you as old baggage and I speak
of you individually and of all of the brothers and sisters collectively. There has been
great fear that has been brought into this incarnation in order to be released.
The fear at times you have said, "I do not want to experience. I do not want to
do this again. Father, please." And the Father has smiled and said, "You do not have to
do the old way." And with that thought for indeed, it came to you as a revelation, you
breathed the breath of inspiration. You took into the conscious awareness the whole
spirit with that deep breath and you said, "Yes, Father, one more time around but in a
new way. It will be a new dance. It will be a dance of joy, a dance of remembrance, a
dance of awakening." You may go in this year with great joy and trust. No longer do the
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old fears have power. You have taken their power away. Most wonderful that you are.
Thank you.
I have spoken with this one words that are for all of you. I come to speak with
you now to remind you of the gentleness of the small child. To remind you of the gentleness and the love that you have the courage to make manifest one more time upon
this plane. I come to remind you of how loved you are and how wonderful you are.
You are the mother once more birthing the Christ. Once more going through the
birth pangs. Once more coming through in birthing and in being birthed yourself the
constriction of what seems to be that birthing canal. Coming through to your own new
birth. The remembrance of the Christ and blessed art thou. Blessed art thou.
For you have had the courage to come, to bring the bodies to this place, to express once again all that the Father is. Not just a small understanding of what the Father is. For I will speak with you that what is coming even in the years as they seem,
future to be, what is coming is heaven upon earth where all that the Father is will be
known and can be manifest. That is how wonderful you are. That is how great the choice
has been.
There is coming a time, you have had it prophesied, a golden time. Why do you
think the symbol of golden has been chosen as descriptive? It is because it is a time of
light. The golden white light, the radiance of the holy Child come once again upon this
plane where there will be the remembrance of all that the Father is and there will be
the possibility of the manifestation of that. Heaven upon earth.
That is why this year is a most important year as you have decreed it. An important year of awakenings. It is as the carpet that is laid down for ones to walk upon into
the golden age.
Now as you see time, the process there will be yet some years for you have understood as is true with the birthing. There is process of timing. Some come more
quickly. Some take a bit longer. Some say, "I'm not quite sure I want to go out into the
world," and they stay a bit longer in the womb. There is a process of what you will call
years, a few, that you are laying down the carpet. This year it is a most wonderful year.
As my son has spoken to you, remember oneness. Every time there is a thought
that comes to you, be aware of what the thought is and choose for oneness, choose for
heaven, choose for support of others who are not yet at that place. For what you do in
secret, in other words, in the heart is most powerful and will manifest openly. In other
words, when you pray for others, think not that that is just something that happens
within the secret most place of you for as there is no separation, as there is oneness,
the ones that you pray for are touched. As you love those ones they have to know love.
Remember love. For what is known in secret shall come to be manifest openly and then
you will call it heaven. Thank you.
Beautiful sons of our Father, beautiful servants of our Father, ones who have chosen, chosen, free choice because of great courage to bring your light one more time to
this plane. I honor you because of who you are. I honor you as the son, the holy son of
the Father. And I charge you to remember the sonship. I charge you to love self. For as
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you love self, it becomes much easier to allow space for others in their wanderings. As
you love self you move into the abiding place of the Most High that can look upon others in their choices and can love them even in their detours, in their adventures and can
love them as the Father does.
This year, a year of awakening will be awakenings for all of the brothers and sisters. Some will find it more easy than others. You as you remember the holy sonship of
yourself and love yourself for that, will allow an energy, an upliftment to be possible
for the others. It will be there for their use or they may choose not to. It is not your
responsibility to have to uplift them. That becomes quite heavy and impossible. And it is
not your responsibility to judge any of their choices. For in Truth, the Father does not
judge. The Father only smiles and knows that His Holy Child plays and will in time, ascend and come Home again.
And that in Truth, time does not exist so therefore there is no problem. It is only
when you get caught in the specificity of time that there seems to be a need for judgment and a need for the better than or the less than. I charge you to remember your
holiness and to love yourself. I love you for I know who you are and wonderful you are.
Most radiant being, master of all that you behold. Thank you.
As the mother that you have allowed me to be as symbol for you, I wanted to
come in this evening and to say how pleased I am with what you are doing. It has taken
courage to choose the choices that you have made. It has taken courage to keep on loving and to keep on looking for the good.
And because you have had the courage to believe in good you will be rewarded.
Not by someone outside of you, but you are rewarded because it allows you to be in a
space of love. A most holy space. I as the mother that you allow me to symbolize, come
to speak with you this evening to say how pleased I am with you. You are loved.
So be it.

